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Helping to bridge the gap between PR, communications
and marketing teams with an intuitive all-in-one solution,
powered by AI-driven insights.
Content is king. By monitoring the most media types in the industry, Meltwater is capturing more content
conversations than anyone else. Customers can search over 1 trillion documents to find information relevant to
them, no matter where it is posted.

By advancing analytics to insights,
Meltwater enables customers to react
and respond to breaking trends relevant
to their business or industry, and
understand their impact in the click of a
button.

We continue to prioritize simplicity and
efficiency, by giving customers new
ways to organize their accounts and
find important assets, as well as new
capabilities to enable search creation
and comparison quicker than ever before.
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CAPTURING MORE CONTENT AND
CONVERSATIONS THAN ANYONE ELSE

New and expanded data types
New podcast monitoring capabilities allow customers to stay
on top of over 25,000 podcasts globally. We have expanded
our coverage of Reddit with double the amount of content,
and we continue to expand our global network of print and
LIVE

broadcast partnerships, so you’ll never miss a mention.

Break News

ADVANCING ANALYTICS TO INSIGHTS

Real-time insights and
intuitive new workflows
Our new Signals functionality alerts customers to marketmoving news as it breaks, on the companies that matter to
them, without the noise. Our Explore product provides more
flexibility and insights around targeted authors, and we are
introducing new dashboard templates, that allow users to
go from information to interactive insights in the click of a
button.

PRIORITIZING SIMPLICITY AND EFFICIENCY

Organization and consistency
to save you time
With our new quick find feature, customers can access
anything part of our product directly from the top
navigation, saving time and clicks. Searches can now be
assigned labels for cleaner categorization and organization,
and combined searches allow for sharing searches and filter
sets across teams, for consistent reporting.
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